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ABSTRACT 
In survival analysis, it is important to consider the relationship of lifetime to 
other factors. One way to examine the relationship of the regressor variables to 
lifetime is through a regression model in which lifetime has a distribution that 
depends upon the regressor variables. This involves specifying a model for the 
distribution of T, given x, where T represents a lifetime and x is a vector of 
regressor variables for an individual. Exponential and Weibull distributions are 
the most common used parametric families to serve this purpose. Although the 
parametric regression are useful in establishing the relationship of the lifetime to 
other factors, model checking and diagnostic receive considerably little attention. 
It might be due to the lack of precise definition of the residuals corresponding 
to censored observations. In this thesis, we would like to develop an influence 
analysis procedure to accommodate this task. 
The local influence approach identifies influential observations by evaluating 
the effect on a relevant measure caused by a sensibly chosen perturbation of 
the null model. Cook (1986) developed a unified method employing the nor-
mal curvatures of a likelihood displacement function's influence graph to assess 
i 
perturbation influence. This approach will be adopted to develop diagnostic and 
influence analysis procedures. W e consider the change in the parameter estimates 
caused by small modifications of the model, case weights, explanatory variables, 
or the components of a single case. Some of the diagnostics are illustrated with 
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The problem of anaylzing time to event data arises in a number of applied fields, 
such as medicine, biology, public health, epidemiology, engineering, economics 
and demography. There are two basic statistical tools to perform the analysis, 
viz., non-parametric and parametric methods. In the non-parametric setting, no 
distributional assumptions are made and the Product-Limit estimator is used for 
estimating the survival function. In the parametric set-up, the distribution of the 
lifetime variables is assumed and the parameters of the underlying distribution 
are usually estimated through the maximum likelihood estimation. These two 
methods are almost the standard tools to analyze the lifetime data in a homoge-
neous population. However, the situation is more complicated: different groups 
of individuals may have different lifetime distributions, there may be several vari-
ables associated with each individual, an individual may be liable to suffer any 
one of several types of death, and so on. In this thesis, we are interested in the 
problem when there are several variables associated with each failure time. 
It is c o m m o n when the failure time of a subject is recorded, some of its 
characteristics are also recorded. For example, subjects may have demographic 
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variables recorded such as age, gender, social-economic status, or education; be-
havioral variables, such as dietary habits, smoking history, physical activity level, 
or alcohol consumption; or physiological variable, such as blood pressure, blood 
glucose levels, hemoglobin levels, or heart rate. Such variables may be used as co-
variates (explanatory variables, confounders, risk factors, independent variables) 
in explaining the lifetime (dependent) variable. After adjustment for these po-
tential explanatory variables, the estimation of distribution of the lifetime should 
be less biased and more precise. 
Similar to the case of homogeneous data, there are two standard techniques to 
analyse the lifetime data with covariates: semi-parametric and parametric mod-
elings. In the semi-parametric setting, no distributional assumption is made but 
the relationship between the lifetime and its covariates is assumed to be known. 
One of the most well-known semi-parametric models is the Cox-regression model 
(Cox, 1972). In parametric case, the failure time distribution is assumed known 
except for a few scalar parameters. Exponential and Weibull distributions are 
two of the most common used distributions to be used. Almost all statistical 
packages such as SAS, Minitab, SPSS provide procedures to analyse these types 
of data through these two methods. 
Although the analysis is standard, we need to know when the conclusions are 
sensitive to the uncertainties in data, model assumptions, or other inputs. For 
example, Barinaga (1989) described a follow-up study in which the conclusions 
from the initial study were completely reversed, primarily because the medical 
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diagnosis had changed for two cases from the original study. The important in-
fluence of these cases might have been discovered by using appropriate influence 
diagnostics, and this would have emphasized the tentative nature of the initial 
conclusions. 
Influence diagnostics such as Cook's D, D F B E T A S , and D F F I T S (see Bel-
sley, Kuh, and Welsch, 1980; Cook and Weisberg, 1982) have become popular 
in practice. However, difficulties in using these diagnostics for the survival data 
arises whereas censored data are very common in the lifetime analysis. The local 
influence methods developed by Cook (1986) provided a very good alternative to 
tackle such difficulties. 
Cook (1986) introduced local influence methods to assess the effect of small 
perturbations. It utilized certain ideas from differential geometry to assess the 
behavior of the likelihood displacement function. More specifically, the normal 
curvature along a direction I at the optimal point of the function Ci, is computed 
and larger values of Ci indicate stronger local influence. He applied the method 
to linear regression analysis, but indicated that the method is general and can be 
applied to a wide variety of problems with smooth likelihood and perturbation 
functions. Applications of local influence analysis to specific problems have been 
described in several recent publications. Beckman, Nachtsheim, and Cook (1987) 
developed and described applications to the mixed model analysis of variance. 
Escobar and Meeker (1988) described methods and SAS marcos for local influ-
ence analyses with censored data and parametric regression models. Thomas and 
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Cook (1989, 1990) applied local influence methods to the generalized linear model, 
while Pettitt and Bin Baud (1989) and Weissfeld (1990) did the same for the Cox 
proportional hazard model. Reid and Crepeau (1985) used empirical influence 
curves to assess influence of changing case weights in the Cox model. Weissfeld 
and Schneider (1990) compared numerical results of local influence analysis meth-
ods and case deletion methods for Weibull regression analysis with censored data. 
Escobar and Meeker (1992) evaluated the effect that perturbations to the model, 
data, or case weights have on the maximum likelihood estimates from censored 
survival data. 
Although the Cook's local influence method is so powerful, it has some short-
comings (see, for example, Beckman (1986), Lawrance (1986), Loynes (1986) and 
Prescott (1986)). One of them is shortage of objective criterion to judge the 
largeness of normal curvatures and the relative size of the components of the 
directions corresponding to large normal curvatures. To address this difficulty, 
Poon and Poon (1999) proposed to use the conformal normal curvature in order 
to provide a judgment of largeness of local influence. 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the local influence method to assess 
the sensitivities of the parameter estimates under the perturbation of the Weibull 
regression models. It organizes as follows. In Chapter 2, we will discuss the Expo-
nential and Weibull distributions and their relationships with the extreme-value 
distributions. Then we will describe how the regression problem incorporated 
using these two distributions. The classical diagnostic methods using the gener-
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alized residuals (Cox and Snell, 1968) will also be addressed. Then, in Chapter 3, 
we will describe the local influence methods developed by Cook (1986), Poon and 
Poon (1999) and Zhu and Lee (2001). Then we give the perturbation schemes 
and their interpretations. W e also show that the Q-displacement function is as 
same as the likelihood displacement in our setting. W e also show that the Q-
displacement is a function of the generalized residuals described in Chapter 2. 
Then two examples will be presented in Chapter 4 to illustrate the procedures 
developed in this thesis. Finally, in Chapter 5 we draw conclusions based on the 
studies carried out in this thesis and also suggest some related research problems 
that will be of interest to pursue in future. 
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Chapter 2 
Parametric Regressions in 
Survival Analysis 
2.1 Introduction 
Survival data usually comprise failure times, censoring indicators and concomi-
tant information related to the failure times. A main problem in the analysis 
of survival data is to assess which concomitant variables are strongly related to 
the survival time. To achieve this task is through a regression model in which 
lifetime has a distribution that depends upon the concomitant, or regressor vari-
ables. This involves specifying a model for the distribution of T, given x, where 
T represents a lifetime and x is a vector of regressor variables or covariates for 
an individual. Exponential and Weibull distributions are the most widely used 
models to serve this purpose. 
After the model is specified, the methods for obtaining estimates, tests and 
other summaries can be developed. However, all of these methods are computed 
as if the model and assumptions are correct. Therefore, it is important to have 
procedures for assumption checking and model building. The examination of 
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residuals from a fitted model is designed for this purpose. It is straight forward 
to define the residual as usual if the sample is complete. Modification is required 
if the observation is censored. 
The inclusion of regressor variables to Exponential and Weibull distributions 
will be introduced in section 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. The m a x i m u m likelihood 
estimation methods of analysis based on these two models will be developed in 
section 2.4. Discussions of the definitions of residuals will be given in section 2.5. 
2.2 Exponential Regression 
Exponential distribution is one of the most popular model in survival analysis and 
reliability [See e.g. Lawless, 1982 , Meeker k Escobar, 1998). It is characterized 
by a constant hazard function which m a y depend on concomitant variables. If 
the lifetime T, given x, is exponential distributed, then its p.d.f. is given by 
f{t\K) = e:'exp ( - p i , t>0 (2.1) 
V f^x/ 
where = E{T\x). The most useful and convenient functional form of is 
= exp(x/3), (2.2) 
where x = {xi, ...,Xp) is a vector of covariates and (3 = (pi,..., pp)' is a vector 
of regression parameters. (2.2) satisfies the condition 6'x > 0 for all x and (3. 
Taking the logarithm transform of lifetime, Y = \ogT yields 
/(2/|x) = exp[{y - x(3) — exp(?/ — x/3)], -oo < y < oo (2.3) 
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which is the p.d.f. of extreme value distribution with location parameter x卢 and 
unit scale parameter. The corresponding survival function is given as 
5(y|x) = exp [- exp (y - x/3)]. (2.4) 
2.3 Weibull Regression 
The Weibull distribution is a very flexible and useful model for lifetime data 
which has a scale parameter a and a shape parameter 6 • Its hazard rate is either 
monotone increasing, decreasing, or constant when ( 5 > l , 0 < ( ^ < l o r ( 5 = l, 
respectively, and therefore has broader application. It is the only parametric 
regression model which has both a proportional hazard representation and an 
accelerated failure-time representation. The p.d.f. of T, given x, is 
S ( t 「 / t 
/(^|x) = — — exp ——— ， t > 0, > 0, q;(x) > 0 . (2.5) 
This is the most commonly used Weibull regression model in which only a , not 
S, depends on x. Its hazard function is of the form 
S f t 
= - T T • (2.6) 
It includes the exponential distribution as the special case where (5 = 1. 
Again, we work with the log lifetime. Then the p.d.f. oiY = logT given x is 
said to have an extreme value distribution and has the p.d.f. of the form 
“ � 1 �2/1(x) fy - u(x)\ , � 
/(y|x) = - e x p ^ ^ ^ - exp ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ , -oo<y <oo 2.7 
a L ^ V a� 力�
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where a = 1/(5 and /i(x) = logQ;(x). The survival function is 
S(ylx) = exp [-exp (“一“⑷)]. (2.8) 
L V ^ /J 
They reduce to (2.3) and (2.4) respectively when a = 1 with more frequently 
used regression model, ju(x) = x/3. 
2.4 Maximum Likelihood Method 
The maximum likelihood method is the classical method to estimate the unknown 
parameters in survival analysis. Suppose V is log lifetime with the p.d.f. (2.7) 
where T is followed Weibull and the data i = 1,... ,n are available. 
D and C denote the sets of individuals for which yi is a log lifetime and a log 
censoring time respectively. The likelihood function for a censored sample based 
on n individuals is 
Tfa TT 1 …n (yi- A [ (yi — Xil3\ 
H p ,㈨二 11 — exp 11 exp - exp  
ieD� \ ^ J r=\ [ \ ^ J. 
and the log-likelihood function is 
mcj) = -r\oga^J： ^ ^ ^ - E e x p f ^ ^ - ^ ) (2.9) 
ieD ^ i=l \ ^ / 
where r is the observed number of lifetimes. Note that when T is followed Expo-
nential, the log-likelihood function is also obtained by putting a = 1 in (2.9). 
The first and second derivatives of I are 
dl 1 ^ 1 “ 
而 = + (2.10) 
叩I ^ ieD � 
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dl r 1 ^  1 “ , 
^� 二 J] Zi-^-Tzi e'' (2.11) 
加 ^ � D 、 ) 
dH _ " 
d M F s — - p ^ x i p c i s e i (2.12) 
2 —丄 
护 I r 2 2 “ 1 n 
^ = 7 + 口 p E ( 2 - 1 3 ) 
^ u �ieD a 7=1 ^ i=l 
Qi^ l 1 I ri i n 
= — (2.14) 
where Zi = {iji — Xi/3)/a and /,s = 1,... 
The m a x i m u m likelihood estimators (m.l.e.) of (3 and a can be obtained by 
putting (2.10) and (2.11) equal 0. Their variances can be obtained by inverting 
the (p + 1) X (p + 1) observed information matrix which is defined as 
(dH dH \ 
/ 二 — 變 曾 (2.15) 
V ^ ^ ^ / 
2.5 Diagnostic 
Residual analysis is an effective way on model assumptions checking. For any 
model with Yi is a response variable, x^ is an associated vector of regressor vari-
ables and 0 is a vector of unknown parameters, it can be defined as 
ez = gi{Yi\yii,e) (2.16) 
which are i.i.d. and whose distribution is known. Then the generalized residuals 
Cz are defined by (Cox k Snell, 1968) 
色i = gi�yi;Xi,d� ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
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where 0 is the m.l.e. of 6 determined from the data (yi，Xi), i = 1,... ,n. They 
are treated as a random sample of size n which come from the distribution of e^  
approximately. 
In the location scale model, the residuals is defined naturally by 
eV = (2.18) 
In fact, a censored observation must lead to a censored residual. Thus an ad-
justment should be done on the censored residuals. From Lawless (1982), the 
residuals of an observed failure under the Weibull regression model in section 2.2 
can be defined by 
e、= x,匆广 (2.19) 
八 A 
where ^ and 5 are the m.l.e.'s of (3 and 5 respectively. All eVs are i.i.d. and 
treated as coming from the standard exponential distribution of size n. Because 
of memoryless property, the conditional distribution of e^  given e^  > t is also a 
standardized exponential variable with expectation equals 1. For any censored 
observations, 
Original lifetime = Observable censored time + Unobservable remaining lifetime 
which is denoted by Ti = Li + e^. If censored time Ci is observed, then 
E[Ti > Ci] = E[Li + ei>Ci\Li = Ci] 
二 +五[ei>cy 
= a + 1 (2.20) 
Recall the residual defined in (2.19) for uncensored observation U, the reasonable 
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modification of the residual from a censored observation q is defined by 
色i = {ci exp(-xi^))'^ + 1 ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
After the model is fitted, residuals can be easily obtained. The examination of 
residuals can be carried out as usual. Probability plots of e、，s provide checks on 
distributional assumptions about e^, plots of residuals against individual regressor 





The local influence approach identifies influential observations by evaluating the 
effect on a relevant measure caused by a sensibly chosen perturbation of the null 
model. Cook (1986) developed a unifed method for assessing the local influence 
of minor perturbations of statistical models . It is an important view of local 
influence based on the observed data likelihood function. Many other works have 
been done to improve the identification and enhance the applicability of method 
based on Cook (1986). Poon and Poon (1999) constructed the conformal normal 
curvature which provides a measure of local influence from 0 to 1 as a bench-mark 
to judge the largeness. Zhu and Lee (2001) proposed an Q-displacement function 
approach to assess local influence in a model perturbation for incomplete data. 
W e will describe the above measures in section 3.2. After that, we will discuss 
the perturbation scheme in our modeling in section 3.3. 
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3.2 Development 
3.2.1 Normal Curvature 
Let L{9) denote the log-likelihood corresponding to the postulated model, where 
没 is a p X 1 vector of unknown parameters. Let L{6\w) denote the log-likelihood 
corresponding to the perturbed model for a given w, where w is a q x 1 vector 
restricted to some open subset Q of It is assumed that there exists an wq 
in Q such that L(6>) = L {e\wo) for all d. Let 6 and dw denote the m a x i m u m 
likelihood estimators under 1[9) and L(e\w) respectively. Then the likelihood 
displacement (Cook, 1986) is 
LD{w) = 2[L{e)-L{ew)]. (3.1) 
It achieves a local minimum at Wq. The influence graph is formed by the values 
of the + 1) X 1 vector 
+ ) = [ LD{w) J (3.2) 
as w varies throughout Q. A straight line in Q passing through Wq is represented 
by 
w{a) = wo + al (3.3) 
where a e R^ and I is a fixed nonzero vector of unit length in W. The basic form 
for the normal curvature of the graph a in the direction I at the point Wq is 
Ci = 力 （3.4) 
where ||/|| = 1 and F is the g x g matrix with elements d'^L^w)/dwkdwj, 
j,k = 1... ,q. B y futher deduction, F can be expressed by 
F = A^{L)-'A (3.5) 
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where L is the p x p observed information matrix for the postulated model (w = 
w;o) with elements 
f 一 炉 , ⑶ 
L 幻 — ( 3 - 6 ) 
= 1，…，p and A is the p x g matrix with elements 
A - � I — 
N - de,dwj (3.7) 
evaluated at 9 = § w = Wq, i = ... j = I,... ,q. Then (3.4) can be 
written as (Cook, 1986) 
⑥ - i A Z | 。 = � . � � （3.8) 
Ci is an indicator of local problems where I is an eigenvector associated with 
Ci shows the direction of that tangent plane. Cmax = max/ Q corresponds the 
m a x i m u m absolute eigenvalue of F in (3.5) which is denoted by Cmax- Cook pro-
posed that larger value of Q shows stronger local influence around Wq but no 
objective criterion is provided to judge the largeness. In addition, an inspection 
of Imax is worthwhile. If the zth element is found to be relatively large, the ith. 
case is more sensitive to its corresponding perturbed element Wi. Further discus-
sion should be done in the examples later. 
3.2.2 Conformal Normal Curvature 
Poon and Poon (1999) presented the conformal normal curvature to assess the 
local influence of a minor perturbation based on Cook (1986). It is a one-to-
one function of normal curvature and defined at a point Wq of a graph a in the 
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direction I 
r, 一 l^Fl 
JDl = . • 
y/t^) 
= - f m ^ (3.9) 
evaluated at 9 = 6 and w = Wq. For any direction /, Bi is a normalized measure 
which satisfies the condition 0 < \Bi\ < 1. It provides an objective bench-mark 
to judge the largeness of local influence. If \Bi\ approaches to 1 closer, the local 
problem is getting more serious in the direction I. A n eigenvector e is found to 
be q influential if \Be\ > q/V^. Furthermore, B^- is equal to the normalized 
eigenvalue Aj 
Be、：、二 • (3.10) 
The two curvatures {Ci and Bi) are equivalent diagnostic measures and the 
eigenvector Imax would give Cmax and B 蘭 = m a x ^ Bi. 
3.2.3 Q-displacement Function 
Zhu and Lee (2001) proposed an Q-displacement function approach to assess local 
influence for incomplete data by using E M algorithm. Let 1； = (V^, Y^) be the 
complete-data set with a density p{Yc\9) where Yo and Ym denote the observed 
data and the missing data respectively. The complete-data log-likelihood 
LC{0\YC) = \og{p{Y,\e)} 
is simple but the observed data log-likelihood 
La{e\Yo) = \og{p(Yo\e)} 
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is complicated. Let Lc{0,w\Yc) be the complete-data log-likelihood for the per-
turbed model. Then Q-displacement function is defined as 
IqM = 2{Q(e\e) - Q(e{w)\§)} (3.11) 
where d{w) is the estimate of 9 which maximizes 
Q{0,w\6) = E{L,{e,w\ Y,)\Yo,e]. (3.12) 
It reduces to LD{w) in (3.1) if no missing data exists. 
3.3 Perturbation Scheme 
Suppose the lifetimes are assumed to follow the Weibull Distribution which is 
the postulated model. The most interests are to perturb the shape parameter 
5 in the Weibull regression model (2.5) and hence the scale parameter a in the 
extreme value model (2.7). It is also assumed that a is known for convenience. 
The log-likelihood of /3, the parameter of interest, by replacing a with a (m.l.e. 
of a) or a fixed value. For the next chapter, two examples will be illustrated by 
putting a = 1 or a for different purposes. More detailed explanations will be done 
later. 
Suppose independent observations (yi,Xi}, z = 1,... ,n. For each observation, 
(7 is perturbed by Wi for all 0, z = 1,..., n. The set of individuals for which 
Ui is a log lifetime is denoted as D and the set for which yi is a log censoring time 
is denoted as C. Refer to (2.9), the perturbed likelihood function from such a 
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sample is 
L{/3\ ly) = n — e x p - — — — T l e x p - e x p - — — — 
ieD v 叫 y r=i I \ 卿 J -
and the perturbed log-likelihood is 
mw) = -J： log(w,a) + E - t exp f ^ i ^ ) (3.13) 
t^D tto � " U. \ ) 
It is assumed that there exists an wq {nxl vector) such that l{j3) = l(/3\iw。）�
for all Wi / 0, i = 1,..., n. Let 白 and ^ ^ denote the m a x i m u m likelihood 
estimators under l(f3) and l(f3\ w) respectively. Then the normal curvature Ci is 
in a form of (3.8) with 
f = [ 糊 -
— [ d M P s , 
E ^ir ^ is /n …、 
。 i l l ^ j e x p z z (3.14) 
and 
k = � I — 
n dPrdWi 
Xir ] Xir �1 I 2/i - fyi - Xif3\ 
= 2 2 1 + exp  
awf [ Wi(7 \ \ Wi(7� 乂�
= + (3.15) 
evaluated at /3 = ^ and w = Wq, i 二 l , . . . ， n and r,s = where 
之._ Vi-^iP 
2 — tOjcr • 
Similarly, to get the conformal normal curvature Bi under the Weibull regres-
sion model, the above structure of Ari and L are substituted into the general 
form of Bi in (3.9). 
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It is well-known that censored data is a typical case as incomplete-data. The 
missing part is the unobservable lifetime of censored data. The Q-function devel-
oped by Zhu and Lee (2001) is given by 
^=l ttn� 切 ic zee L . 
ito V J ttc L V ¥ / . 
(3.16) 
where Ci is the censored time of ith. individual. 
The conditional distribution of Y given C is a truncated extreme value dis-
tribution with left truncated at C (see, e.g. Ng, Chan and Balakrishnan (2002)) 
has the p.d.f. 
Myly > c,M = - e x p f ^ ) ] (3.17) 
a [ a V ^ yj 
c < y < oo where ^ =。-二f^. 
To find the expectations of interest in (3.16), note that 
E 卜 一 X ” Y^>Ci,p,a\ (3.18) 
Wicr \ ’ 
is free of parameter /3 and 
T-i (Vi ~ Xi/3�v�；o -
E exp Yi > Ci,f3,a 
V� 厚 乂 . 
exp[expte)]广 [ / V i - (yi — Xi/3\1 
= / exp 2 - exp dvi 
CT hi [ \ WiG y� 乂 Wi(T J \ 
/ci -Xi/3\ 
= e x p - ^ + 1 . (3.19) 
\ WiO-
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Therefore, the Q-function in (3.16) is a function of the residuals as defined 
in (2.19) and (2.21) from the observed failures and censored observations respec-
tively. Any examination and diagnostic of the model should be based on these 
residuals. 
N o w (3.16) becomes 
Q(/3,H = log(^.a) + E - E e x p f 
i=i ieD ¥ ieD V� 斯 J J 
/c- — Xijd\ 
— y ^ exp — — + terms are independent of 3 (3.20) 
ftc V y� 乂�
Q-function turns out to be the observed data log-likelihood function (3.13) 
based on Cook's approach and some terms which are not involving parameter of 
interest. W h e n we construct Q and Bi based on Q-function, they are exactly as 
same as those based on Cook's approach. Then the observed data log-likelihood 




4.1 Halibut Data 
A study was conducted to investigate the survival halibut caught by trawls or 
longlines, using a live holding facility onboard a research vessel (Neilson et al., 
1989). Commercial practices were simulated during the fishing operations. The 
relationships between some of the ancillary factors measured (during of trawling, 
m a x i m u m depth fished, size of fish, etc.) and the length of halibut survival time 
in the experiment were established and an interim minimum size limit of 81 cm 
was adopted in 1988 pending the results of an analysis of the effectiveness of the 
minimum size limit with respect to enhancing the yield of the halibut fishery 
(Neilson and Bowering, 1989). 
Smith, Waiwood and Neilson (1994) reanalyzed a subset of these data using 
parametric and semi-parametric model and applied the usual diagnostic methods 
for testing distributional assumptions and to identify influential data points. In 
their analysis, they concluded that Weibull model fit the data well. However, if 
the data were separated into two groups according to the durations of trawling, 
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the Exponential model fit the group of data for the short-tow-duration (30 mins) 
whereas the Weibull model fit the group of data for the long-tow-duration (100 
-120 mins). So it is of interest to identify the observations caused the inappro-
priateness of the exponential model. The local influence approach introduced in 
previous chapter would be employed for this purpose. 
4.1.1 The Data 
The subset of data analyzed by Smith, Waiwood and Neilson (1994) was listed 
in Appendix A.3. It consisted of 294 cases where 273 and 21 cases were observed 
failures and censored observations respectively. Hence 17% of the total cases were 
censored. The response and the four explanatory variables were the following : 
• y : In (time), Natural logarithm of the survival time (time until death) in 
hours of halibut 
• xi : deldepth, Difference between m a x i m u m and minimum depth (in me-
ters) observed during tow 
• X2�： length, Fork length (in centimeters) of halibut 
• X3 : handtime, Handling time (in minutes) between net coming on board 
vessel and fish being placed in holding tanks 
• X4 : logcat, Natural logarithm of total catch of fish in tow (in minutes) 
All fish surviving past the 50-day duration for the experiment were assigned 
the m a x i m u m survival time of 1200 hours and treated as right-censored observa-
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tion. Censoring is a random process. A censoring indicator is a variable which 
indicates the status of an observation. 
. . 1 . , f 1, if the case is an observed failure 
censoring indicator = < , . 
[ 0 , otherwise 
4.1.2 Initial Analysis 
In the first part of our analyses, we fit both Exponential and Weibull models to 
all cases by using the relationship 
In�力二 A) + PlXi + (^ 2^ 2 + + 
The fitted Exponential model (fix cr = 1) is 
\nt = 2.1345 — 0.0195 Xi + 0.0434 工2 一 0.0912 3；3 + 0.3431 X4 
(0.4995) (0.007) (0.0102) (0.009) (0.0468) 
Standard errors are shown in parentheses. The fitted Weibull model is 
In^ = 1.9091 - 0.0203 Xi + 0.0455�工2 - 0.0918 0；3 + 0.3376�工4 
(0.6560) (0.0096) (0.0135) (0.0117) (0.0639) 
and the estimated scale parameter is 1.33 (0.0585). Next we evaluate the influ-
ence of the perturbations of a around 1. 
4.1.3 Perturbations of a around 1 
The halibut lifetime is followed the Exponential distribution as a postulated 
model. The purpose is to indicate which case is the most sensitive to the per-
turbed model and its causes under iwo = (1,1，...，1)'. In other words, this case 
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is the most unlikely to follow Exponential. 
The regression with halibut life data is run by M I N I T A B in order to calcu-
late the measures of local influence. Then e 聽 is 34.224. Cmax is 68.448 and 
Bimax is 0.645581 which indicates serious local sensitivity as | 召 / 尔 」 i s ranging 
from 0 to 1. The corresponding eigenvector I而 of e臓 is 11 influential as 
> l l / v ^ = 0.641533 by definition. 
Let I/max I denote the absolute elements of Imax- The distribution \lmax\ versus 
observations shows around 98.64 % of total elements are less than 0.2 (See Fig. 
4-1)-
0.6 — 0 26 O censored 
+ uncensored 
0.5 — + 1 3 9 
0.4 -
— + 1 4 0 
(0 0.3 — 
O 54 
二 0.2 - Oo 
0.1 - ;十 + 十 
H 1 1 H 
0 100 200 300 
obs 
Figure 4.1: Scatter plot of \lmax\ versus observation 
More attention should be paid to the «th element which is the largest \lmax . 
It is associated with the zth case in the sample. All cases are ranked according 
to the largeness {Imaxl- Then case 26 is rank 1 which is relatively large compared 
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with other cases {See Table 4-f). 
Rank Case |1謹乂| Status 
1 ^ 0.610518Censored 
2 139 0.499967 Uncensored 
3 140 0.359317 Uncensored 
4 54 0.265562 Censored 
Table 4.1: The first four largest \lmax\ in Example 1 
O n the next step, it is important to investigate the specific causes of the 
sensitivity of these cases such that their corresponding \lmax\ are relatively large. 
The four explanatory variables (deldepth, length, handtime and logcat), response 
variable (In(time)) and censoring indicator may be the factor. 
If halibut data are grouped by uncensored and censored observations, cases 
26，54, 139, 140 are the outliers in both groups (See Fig. 4.2). The median of 
Imaxl for each group is also labeled where they do not differ much. 
0.6 -I ^ “ 
0.5 — > 1 3 9 
0.4 -
一 * 1 4 0 
m 0.3 -
E 5 4 
— 0 . 2 - 求 
0 . 1 - * 
$ 
f 
0 . 0 — I I 0.0023279 I' ‘ i 0.0076646 
1 1  
0 1 
censoring indicator 
Figure 4.2: Boxplot |/而| grouped by censoring indicator 
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W e found that \lmax\ have no obvious relation with length, handtime and log-
cat {See appendix A.l). For deldepth, relatively large \lmax\ concentrate on its 
small value but not so serious {See Fig. 4.3). 
0.6 — • O censored 
+ uncensored 
0.5 —- + 
0.4 -




0.2 — o o 
0 . 1 - 牛 + 
0 . 0 - ^ m I 奉 裹 + _ * $ 9 
n 1 1 1 1 1 H 
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 
deldepth 
Figure 4.3: Scatter plot of \lmax\ versus deldepth 
A special pattern is observed from the relation between \lmax\ and response 
variable (In(time)) (5"ee Fig. 4-4)-
0.6 — O O censored 
+ uncensored 
0.5 — 十 
一 0.4 -
I 0.3 - + 
=! o 
0.2 - 8 
0 . 1 - 今 十 十 
±十中十+ 
0 . 0 - 十 
h 1 I I ~ ~ I 1 1 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
In(time) 
Figure 4.4: Scatter plot of 贿 | versus In(time) 
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A sudden increase in value of \lmax\ when In (time) is behind 7 roughly. Simul-
taneously, a bottom horizontal line is obtained when In (time) is before 4 because 
of no obvious difference in the values of \lmax\ for both censored and uncensored 
group. Note that the six largest \lmax\ are also the six largest values of In(time). 
It is showing that the observed and censored lifetimes are affecting \lmax\ directly 
if the values of In (time) are relatively large. 
To see a clearer picture, we plot \lmax\ versus time (See Fig. 4.5). T w o clusters 
are observed where one is beyond the time 1000 and the other is behind that time. 
Q 5 — O O censored 
•+ uncensored 





_ 0 . 2 - 0 
0 . 1 - 十 + 十 
字 + + + + + 十 + 
1 1  
0 500 1000 
time 
Figure 4.5: Scatter plot of \lmax\ versus time 
The distribution of In (time) in uncensored group is even but not censored 
group (See Fig. 4.6). Cases 26, 54，90 and 99 are found to be a part of outliers 
in censored group with the same censored time 1200. But no outlier exists in 
uncensored group. 
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6 - + 千 . 十 十 十 十 
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I 1 r" 
0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 
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Figure 4.6: Scatter plot of In (time) versus observation 
It can be concluded that case 26 is the most unlikely underlying the Exponen-
tial distribution according to \lmax\- Its censored time is the most influential to 
its corresponding \lmax\- The influence of extreme time can also reflect on other 
cases in both censored and uncensored group. 
In order to find the masking effect, the regression is fitted again with case 26 
is excluded (See appendix A.2). The above assumptions are remained unchanged 
which is Wq = (1,1,..., 1)' under a = 1. Case 139 still remains the highest 
I/max I except case 26. N o significant change in the ranking of other cases and the 
distribution of \lmax\- {See Fig. 
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot of 臓 | versus observation (discarding the 26th case) 
Hence the results are very close to those of the full data set. It can be con-
cluded that the masking effect does not exist. 
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4.2 Diabetic Data 
A study was conducted to investigate the incidence and risk factors for renal 
failure by 912 Oklahoma Indians with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus 
in a follow-up study (Lee et al. 1988). 149 diabetic patients were followed for 
17 years and the data consists of the survival time from baseline examination, 
survival status, and several potential prognostic factors at baseline: age, body 
mass index (BMI), age at diagnostic of diabetes, smoking status, systolic blood 
pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), electrocardiogram reading, and 
whether patient had any coronary heart disease (CHD). The purpose of the study 
is to identify the important prognostic factors that are associated with survival. 
4.2.1 The Data 
The data set is listed in Lee (1992, pp.60) and also present in Appendix B.3. 25 
cases are dead and 124 cases are alive such that 17% of total cases are observed 
failures. The covariates consist of categorical and continuous data. 
• xi = Age (yr), Age of patient 
• X2 = B M I , Body mass idex 
• xs = A g e at diagnosis (yr) 
• = Smoking status: 0, N o ； 1, ex-smoker ； 2, current smoker 
• X5 = S B P ( m m Hg), Systolic blood pressure 
• :r6 二 D B P ( m m Hg), Diastolic blood pressure 
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• xj — E G G : 1，Normal ； 2, Borderline ； 3，Abnormal 
• xs = C H D , Coronary heart disease : 0, N o ; 1, Yes 
For case 24，its censored survival time is 0. Thus 0 is replaced by 0.1 to avoid 
error after taking the natural logarithm. It is also the minimum survival time 
when the second minimum is 0.3 (case 90). 
4.2.2 Initial Anaylsis 
W e fit the Weibull model to the data using the relationship 
\nt = (3o-\- PiXi + 132X2 + . . . 
S o m e covariates are found to be not significant and hence are removed from the 
model by using the likelihood ratio test. The final model is given as 
In 力二 7.13- 0.03 AGE - 0.02 DBP - 0.47 ECG{bord) - 0.93 ECG{abno) 
(1.12) (0.01) (0.01) (0.2) (0.21) 
with d = 0.3573 (0.0571). 
4.2.3 Perturbations of a around a 
Let (7 be the m a x i m u m likelihood estimator of the shape parameter a under 
L(/3,a|iyo). The purpose is to determine the most sensitive case under the per-
turbed Weibull model under i u q = (1,1，...，1)' and a = a and its causes. The 
regression with lifetime is run by M I N I T A B . 
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C m a x , Cmax and B。。are 8 . 0 3 1 3 7 , 1 6 . 0 6 2 7 4 and 0 . 8 7 0 9 2 respectively. Bi飄工 
shows high level of local influence. 1 霞 工 is 10 influential as > 1 0 / \ / 1 4 9 = 
0 . 8 1 9 2 3 2 . 
Figure 4 . 8 , an index plot of \lmax\ gives the effect that the case is deviated 
from the proposed Weibull model on the parameter vector. The first twenty-one 
largest \lmax\ belong to uncensored group where there are only 2 5 cases in this 
group. A bottom horizontal line is formed by censored group. Note that the 
uncensored cases usually have larger llmaxl than censored cases. 
0.9 — + 139 O censored 
Q 8 — + uncensored 
0.7 -
0 . 6 -
¥ 0 . 5 — 
0.4 — 
一 0.3 - .102 
0 . 2 -
十 8 3 1 1 3 
0 . 1 - + + + 十 + + 十 
0.0 — (iss^miQCGSiQfaEmMieimBfi^ s^Eessstosi^^^s^iaciSsnssilisi^sy&idbGP 
H 1 1 [-‘ 
0 5 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 
obs 
Figure 4 . 8 : Scatter plot of \ l m a x \ versus observation 
Table 4 . 2 lists the largest four \ l m a x \ and their censoring status. Cases 1 0 2 and 
1 3 9 are relatively more influential than all of the other cases in the study. They 
are also the ouliers. The median of uncensored group is 10 times to censored one 
{See Fig. 4.9). 
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Rank Case | Imaxl Status 
1 139 0.901355 uncensored 
2 102 0.275412 uncensored 
3 83 0.155432 uncensored 
4 113 0.130368 uncensored 
Table 4.2: The first four largest \lmax\ in Example 2 
0.9 —I “ 7^33 
0 . 8 — 
0.7 -
0 . 6 -
¥ 0.5 -
5 0.4 -
_ 0.3 - * 102 
0 . 2 -
0 . 1 - ——I—— 
A A 63 . 一 0.043723 
0 . 0 — ^ 0.004582 I 
1 1  
0 1 
censoring indicator 
Figure 4.9: Boxplot \lmax\ grouped by censoring indicator 
Besides the censoring indicator, the abnormal class of electrocardiogram read-
ing (ECG(abno)) is another factor affecting |/丽I much. The first seven largest 
Imaxl belong to the ECG(abno) where only 12 cases of total are in that class. Its 
median is really large compared with others {See Fig. 4-iO). Then the abnormal 
E C G group is a sensitive factor of local influence. It might suggest a separated 
Weibull model should be used to fit them. In other words, normal and borderline 
E C G group can be grouped together to have the same a but abnormal E C G 
group should have different a. 
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Figure 4.10: Boxplot \lmax\ grouped by E C G 
For other variables, they do not have obvious relation with \lmax\ {See appendix 
B.l). In order to detect the masking effect, the regression model is refit the data 
discarding the 139i/i case [See appendix B.2). The index plot of \lmax \ is presented 
in Figure 4.11. Case 102 has the largest \lmax • 
1 0 
O censored 
n Q _ + 102 
— + uncensored 
0 . 8 -
0.7 -
一 0 . 6 -
I 0.5 -
= ! 0.4 -
0.3 一 
0 . 2 -
S 1 1 H 
0 50 100 150 
obs 
Figure 4.11: Scatter plot of \lmax\ versus observation (discarding the 139th case) 
The results are very close to those of the full data set. It is concluded that 
the masking effect does not exist. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion Remarks and Further 
Research Topic 
The normal curvature and the conformal normal curvature are effective methods 
to assess local influence in perturbed models. The latter is also an objective mea-
sure for the adjudgment of local influence. By applying these ideas on survival 
data analysis, the new structure of Q and Bi are constructed which based on 
the observed data log-likelihood function. Then the level of the local influence of 
survival data in perturbed model can be determined. W h e n the lifetime is con-
sidered as incomplete data, two important features are found. First, if Q-function 
is used instead of observed data log-likelihood function, the same structure of Q 
and Bi are obtained. Second, it is reasonable that one should be added to adjust 
the censored residuals if the residuals are considered as a random sample from the 
distribution. Lawless (1982) and Zhu k Lee (2001) had come to same direction 
on this. 
To get a fair conclusion, two extreme data sets in proportion of censoring are 
taken. The proportion of observed failure is 93% in Example 1 whereas it is only 
17% in Example 2. Although their contents are quite different and may affect 
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the inference, some common conclusion are drawn. 
In parametric regression models, using /i(x) = loga(x) = x/3 makes sure that 
the mean parameter is always positive. The observed survival time is smoothed 
by taking the natural logarithm (y = log{T)). Naturally, this effect working on 
the extreme survival time is little in Example 1. The first six largest \lmax\ are 
coming from the cases which are also the first six largest survival time. Most of 
them are the outliers in their group (censored and uncensored). Then we can see 
the power of the extreme survival time working on the local influence. 
To identify the most sensitive case, covariates are less significant compared 
with the survival time (or In (survival time)) and the censoring indicator but their 
influence cannot be neglected. In Example 2, \lmax\ are highly correlated with 
ECG(abno). For censoring status, the uncensored case always tends to be more 
sensitive than the censored one. The observed failures dominate the local influ-
ence in Example 2. It means that their corresponding \lmax\ are usually larger 
compared with the censored cases. If the survival time is an outlier, no matter it 
is censored or observed failure, it must be the most influential case. However, the 
survival time is not far away from the whole sample, its local influence depends 
on the censoring indicator and covariates. But there exists difficulty to examine 
how categorical data affects the local influence. 
For futher research topics, some complicated models can be considered as we 
have done only two special cases of Weibull model. Moreover, proportional haz-
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ard model can be used instead of location-scale model. It is a semi-parametric 
model in which the censored cases are considered less important than observed 
failure cases in the partial likelihood function. There exists an interest to inves-
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A.2 MINITAB Output : 
Exclude case 26 in regression of halibut data 
Regression with Life Data: In(time) versus deldepth, length, handtime, logcat 
Response Variable: In(time) 
Censoring Information Count 
Uncensored value 273 
Right censored value 20 
Censoring value: censoring indicator = 0 
Estimation Method: Maximum Likelihood 
Distribution: Extreme value 
Regression Table 
Predictor Coef Standard Error Z P 95.0% Normal CI 
Lower Upper 
Intercept 2.1600 0.4966 4.35 0.000 1.1867 3.1333 
deldepth -0.017255 0.007162 -2.41 0.016 -0.031294 -0.003217 
length 0.03678 0.01018 3.61 0.000 0.01682 0.05673 
handtime -0.089316 0.008981 -9.94 0.000 -0.106919 -0.071713 
logcat 0.37696 0.04771 7.90 0.000 0.28344 0.47047 
Scale 1.00000 
Log-Likelihood = -527.906 
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A.3 Halibut Data 
No. Time Censor Towd Deldepth Length Handtime Logcat 
1 209.0 1 30 13 41 8 6.992 
2 209.0 1 30 13 44 8 6.992 
3 209.0 1 30 13 47 10 6.992 
4 209.0 1 30 13 34 10 6.992 
5 38.0 1 30 13 40 11 6.992 
6 209.0 1 30 13 42 11 6.992 
7 140.9 1 30 13 41 12 6.992 
8 140.9 1 30 13 30 12 6.992 
9 140.1 1 30 1 45 4 4.299 
10 208.0 1 30 1 47 5 4.299 
11 140.1 1 30 1 44 5 4.299 
12 39.3 1 30 1 37 5 4.299 
13 45.3 1 30 1 44 6 4.299 
14 50.3 1 30 1 44 6 4.299 
15 139.1 1 30 6 46 8 2.904 
16 279.0 1 30 6 49 8 2.904 
17 92.0 1 30 6 39 9 2.904 
18 207.0 1 30 6 46 9 2.904 
19 207.0 1 30 6 43 9 2.904 
20 139.8 1 30 6 44 10 2.904 
21 139.8 1 30 6 50 10 2.904 
22 66.5 1 30 2 31 3 2.908 
23 397.0 1 30 2 52 3 2.908 
24 32.3 1 30 2 47 3 2.908 
25 44.3 1 30 2 40 4 2.908 
26 1200.0 0 30 2 48 5 2.908 
27 85.0 1 30 2 48 5 2.908 
28 28.2 1 30 2 48 7 2.908 
29 228.0 1 30 2 51 1 3.597 
30 136.3 1 30 2 29 1 3.597 
31 44.9 1 30 3 47 12 3.356 
32 42.1 1 30 3 50 14 3.356 
33 55.7 1 30 3 41 14 3.356 
34 42.1 1 30 3 40 14 3.356 
35 40.1 1 30 3 45 15 3.356 
36 44.8 1 30 3 40 15 3.356 
37 19.9 1 30 3 48 16 3.356 
38 21.1 1 30 3 36 17 3.356 
39 65.7 1 30 4 43 4 3.468 
40 44.1 1 30 4 42 4 3.468 
41 19.4 1 30 4 32 5 3.468 
42 44.1 1 30 4 36 5 3.468 
43 50.3 1 30 4 32 6 3.468 
44 16.4 1 30 4 34 6 3.468 
45 157.4 1 30 5 46 3 3.062 
46 29.5 1 30 5 32 2 3.049 
47 63.8 1 30 5 33 3 3.049 
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No. Time Censor Towd Deldepth Length Handtime Logcat 
48 37.5 1 30 5 47 3 3.049 
49 48.5 1 30 5 42 4 3.049 
50 132.5 1 30 5 44 4 3.049 
51 23.5 1 30 5 37 4 3.049 
52 27.5 1 30 5 32 5 3.049 
53 72.0 1 30 2 38 6 6.311 
54 1200.0 0 30 2 45 11 6.311 
55 216.0 1 30 2 57 12 6.311 
56 20.6 1 30 5 44 2 4.126 
57 30.6 1 30 5 50 2 4.126 
58 10.6 1 30 5 43 3 4.126 
59 22.1 1 30 5 49 3 4.126 
60 123.6 1 30 5 43 3 4.126 
61 22.1 1 30 5 41 4 4.126 
62 264.0 1 30 5 43 4 4.126 
63 30.6 1 30 5 41 5 4.126 
64 14.6 1 30 5 45 5 4.126 
65 11.2 1 30 5 37 5 4.126 
66 28.6 1 30 5 42 6 4.126 
67 30.6 1 30 5 44 6 4.126 
68 17.5 1 30 5 41 7 4.126 
69 22.0 1 30 5 44 7 4.126 
70 20.5 1 30 5 42 8 4.126 
71 30.5 1 30 5 40 8 4.126 
72 17.0 1 30 5 31 9 4.126 
73 22.0 1 30 5 33 9 4.126 
74 28.6 1 30 5 48 3 3.786 
75 20.1 1 30 5 46 3 3.786 
76 20.1 1 30 5 33 4 3.786 
77 18.6 1 30 5 32 4 3.786 
78 17.6 1 30 5 32 5 3.786 
79 18.6 1 30 5 46 5 3.786 
80 18.5 1 30 5 44 6 3.786 
81 26.5 1 30 5 46 6 3.786 
82 16.5 1 30 5 41 7 3.786 
83 18.5 1 30 5 34 8 3.786 
84 28.5 1 30 5 40 8 3.786 
85 18.5 1 30 5 32 9 3.786 
86 20.0 1 30 5 43 9 3.786 
87 18.5 1 30 5 41 9 3.786 
88 18.5 1 30 5 38 9 3.786 
89 356.0 1 30 6 40 14 8.029 
90 1200.0 0 30 6 46 15 8.029 
91 188.0 1 30 6 41 15 8.029 
92 120.2 1 30 6 41 22 8.029 
93 188.0 1 30 6 34 25 8.029 
94 5.3 1 30 6 43 27 8.029 
95 260.0 1 30 6 40 28 8.029 
96 185.0 1 30 15 36 4 5.685 
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No. Time Censor Towd Deldepth Length Handtime Logcat 
97 185.0 1 30 15 46 4 5.685 
98 713.0 1 30 15 42 4 5.685 
99 1200.0 0 30 15 47 5 5.685 
100 353.0 1 30 15 39 5 5.685 
101 377.0 1 30 15 38 5 5.685 
102 185.0 1 30 15 37 6 5.685 
103 185.0 1 30 15 41 6 5.685 
104 353.0 1 30 15 40 6 5.685 
105 117.0 1 30 15 38 7 5.685 
106 905.0 1 30 15 35 7 5.685 
107 117.0 1 30 15 36 7 5.685 
108 29.5 1 100 5 46 26 8.690 
109 11.0 1 100 5 44 29 8.690 
110 1.5 1 100 5 44 35 8.690 
111 29.5 1 100 5 49 38 8.690 
112 15.0 1 100 10 42 4 5.323 
113 64.0 0 100 10 53 4 5.323 
114 156.0 1 100 10 42 4 5.323 
115 64.0 0 100 10 57 4 5.323 
116 500.0 1 100 10 44 4 5.323 
117 131.0 1 100 10 44 4 5.323 
118 59.0 0 100 10 48 4 5.323 
119 64.0 0 100 10 40 4 5.323 
120 17.3 1 100 10 47 4 5.323 
121 16.0 1 100 10 48 4 5.323 
122 21.0 1 100 10 46 4 5.323 
123 16.2 1 100 10 48 4 5.323 
124 16.2 1 100 10 43 4 5.323 
125 162.1 1 100 10 41 4 5.323 
126 21.0 1 100 10 43 4 5.323 
127 64.0 0 100 10 50 4 5.323 
128 64.0 0 100 10 53 9 5.323 
129 240.0 1 100 10 50 9 5.323 
130 404.0 1 100 10 46 9 5.323 
131 126.0 1 100 10 46 9 5.323 
132 15.0 1 100 10 36 9 5.323 
133 125.0 1 100 10 44 9 5.323 
134 16.0 1 100 10 42 9 5.323 
135 122.0 1 100 10 44 9 5.323 
136 126.0 1 100 10 45 9 5.323 
137 122.0 1 100 10 43 9 5.323 
138 21.0 1 100 10 40 9 5.323 
139 1196.0 1 100 10 44 14 5.323 
140 1097.0 1 100 6 48 6 4.059 
141 61.5 0 100 6 57 6 4.059 
142 23.5 1 100 6 44 8 4.059 
143 61.5 1 100 6 41 9 4.059 
144 19.5 1 100 6 44 9 4.059 
145 61.5 0 100 6 53 12 4.059 
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No. Time Censor Towd Deldepth Length Handtime Logcat 
146 183.0 1 100 6 42 14 4.059 
147 108.5 1 100 6 45 14 4.059 
148 61.5 0 100 6 45 15 4.059 
149 4.0 1 100 6 42 16 4.059 
150 21.4 1 100 6 49 17 4.059 
151 20.4 1 100 6 46 17 4.059 
152 185.2 1 100 6 49 18 4.059 
153 23.4 1 100 6 39 18 4.059 
154 13.3 1 100 6 43 19 4.059 
155 13.1 1 100 6 33 19 4.059 
156 17.3 1 100 6 36 19 4.059 
157 15.4 1 100 6 47 20 4.059 
158 13.0 1 100 6 36 20 4.059 
159 8.5 0 100 6 40 20 4.059 
160 19.3 1 100 6 36 21 4.059 
161 16.4 1 100 6 44 21 4.059 
162 13.2 1 100 6 39 22 4.059 
163 8.7 0 100 6 40 22 4.059 
164 13.2 1 100 6 46 22 4.059 
165 13.3 1 100 6 40 22 4.059 
166 17.2 1 100 6 44 23 4.059 
167 108.2 1 100 6 35 24 4.059 
168 15.2 1 100 6 43 25 4.059 
169 23.2 1 100 6 32 26 4.059 
170 4.2 1 100 6 34 27 4.059 
171 20.2 1 100 6 47 26 4.059 
172 81.0 1 100 2 50 5 3.979 
173 59.0 0 100 2 54 5 3.979 
174 2.0 1 100 2 43 11 3.979 
175 120.1 1 100 2 51 12 3.979 
176 11.1 1 100 2 47 12 3.979 
177 39.9 1 100 8 54 7 4.875 
178 99.9 1 100 8 42 7 4.875 
179 35.9 1 100 8 47 7 4.875 
180 77.9 1 100 8 32 7 4.875 
181 36.9 1 100 8 44 7 4.875 
182 99.9 1 100 8 34 7 4.875 
183 163.7 1 100 8 36 7 4.875 
184 39.9 1 100 8 50 7 4.875 
185 39.9 1 100 8 48 7 4.875 
186 176.1 1 100 8 45 7 4.875 
187 141.1 1 100 8 45 7 4.875 
188 72.9 1 100 8 35 7 4.875 
189 33.9 1 100 8 48 11 4.875 
190 39.8 1 100 8 44 11 4.875 
191 29.8 1 100 8 39 11 4.875 
192 37.8 1 100 8 46 12 4.875 
193 40.0 1 100 8 51 12 4.875 
194 30.0 1 100 8 45 12 4.875 
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195 29.5 1 100 8 42 13 4.875 
196 29.8 1 100 8 43 14 4.875 
197 29.8 1 100 8 45 14 4.875 
198 36.8 1 100 8 46 14 4.875 
199 39.8 1 100 8 33 14 4.875 
200 30.0 1 100 8 45 14 4.875 
201 31.1 1 100 8 38 14 4.875 
202 33.8 1 100 8 44 16 4.875 
203 33.8 1 100 8 47 17 4.875 
204 31.8 1 100 8 45 17 4.875 
205 32.9 1 100 8 33 17 4.875 
206 30.0 1 100 8 40 17 4.875 
207 29.8 1 100 8 43 17 4.875 
208 29.8 1 100 8 46 17 4.875 
209 35.8 1 100 8 48 17 4.875 
210 36.8 1 100 8 47 17 4.875 
211 29.8 1 100 8 35 17 4.875 
212 60.8 0 100 8 53 17 4.875 
213 32.0 1 100 8 41 17 4.875 
214 29.8 1 100 8 45 17 4.875 
215 36.7 1 100 8 45 22 4.875 
216 29.8 1 100 8 46 22 4.875 
217 96.0 1 100 23 42 3 7.029 
218 3.0 1 100 23 45 8 7.029 
219 9.3 1 100 23 52 8 7.029 
220 51.3 0 100 23 50 8 7.029 
221 5.3 1 100 23 47 13 7.029 
222 3.2 1 100 23 45 13 7.029 
223 3.3 1 100 23 46 13 7.029 
224 3.2 1 100 23 38 13 7.029 
225 3.1 1 100 23 33 18 7.029 
226 3.1 1 100 23 34 18 7.029 
227 3.1 1 100 23 45 18 7.029 
228 51.0 0 100 23 54 18 7.029 
229 3.0 1 100 23 49 23 7.029 
230 5.2 1 100 23 39 23 7.029 
231 3.0 1 100 23 43 23 7.029 
232 3.0 1 100 23 46 23 7.029 
233 3.2 1 100 23 43 23 7.029 
234 13.0 1 100 23 39 23 7.029 
235 4.2 1 100 23 45 28 7.029 
236 5.0 1 100 23 33 28 7.029 
237 33.9 1 100 23 42 28 7.029 
238 7.9 1 100 23 43 28 7.029 
239 2.5 1 100 23 41 28 7.029 
240 8.0 1 100 23 52 28 7.029 
241 2.7 1 100 23 37 28 7.029 
242 2.9 1 100 23 42 28 7.029 
243 4.0 1 100 23 36 33 7.029 
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244 7.8 1 100 23 35 33 7.029 
245 2.6 1 100 23 33 33 7.029 
246 2.8 1 100 23 37 36 7.029 
247 2.6 1 100 23 43 36 7.029 
248 2.8 1 100 23 36 36 7.029 
249 10.5 1 100 10 42 4 4.203 
250 23.5 1 100 10 53 4 4.203 
251 11.8 1 100 10 48 4 4.203 
252 23.5 1 100 10 50 4 4.203 
253 10.5 1 100 10 49 6 4.203 
254 39.4 1 100 10 53 6 4.203 
255 1.5 1 100 10 38 7 4.203 
256 11.8 1 100 10 51 8 4.203 
257 11.8 1 100 10 49 8 4.203 
258 1.5 1 100 10 37 9 4.203 
259 1.5 1 100 10 49 9 4.203 
260 10.4 1 100 10 49 10 4.203 
261 1.7 1 100 10 45 10 4.203 
262 10.4 1 100 10 46 11 4.203 
263 82.3 1 100 10 41 12 4.203 
264 10.4 1 100 10 46 12 4.203 
265 1.5 1 100 10 48 12 4.203 
266 10.4 1 100 10 48 13 4.203 
267 11.7 1 100 10 55 13 4.203 
268 1.4 1 100 10 37 14 4.203 
269 159.0 1 100 10 34 15 4.203 
270 1.4 1 100 10 34 15 4.203 
271 11.6 1 100 10 53 16 4.203 
272 23.2 1 100 10 44 16 4.203 
273 3.2 1 100 10 37 16 4.203 
274 1.5 1 100 10 34 16 4.203 
275 102.2 1 100 10 36 17 4.203 
276 82.2 1 100 10 31 18 4.203 
277 1.4 1 100 10 34 18 4.203 
278 3.2 1 100 10 30 19 4.203 
279 1.3 1 100 10 42 19 4.203 
280 1.3 1 100 10 33 20 4.203 
281 1.2 1 100 10 34 20 4.203 
282 23.2 1 100 10 37 20 4.203 
283 1.3 1 100 10 38 21 4.203 
284 3.2 1 100 10 32 21 4.203 
285 1.1 1 100 10 30 21 4.203 
286 23.1 1 100 10 29 22 4.203 
287 1.3 1 100 10 32 22 4.203 
288 108.1 1 100 10 30 22 4.203 
289 1.9 1 100 49 51 14 7.164 
290 1.6 1 100 49 51 30 7.164 
291 9.4 0 100 49 42 33 7.164 
292 51.4 0 100 58 57 21 5.805 
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293 52.0 1 100 58 52 25 5.805 
294 51.4 1 100 58 53 30 5.805 
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Appendix B 
B.l Diabetic data : Perturbations of a around a 
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B.2 MINITAB Output : 
Exclude case 139 in regression of diabetic data 
Regression with Life Data: In(time) versus age, DBP, ECG(bord) and ECG(abno) 
Response Variable: In(time) 
Censoring Information Count 
Uncensored value 24 
Right censored value 124 
Censoring value: censoring indicator = 0 
Estimation Method: Maximum Likelihood 
Distribution: Extreme value 
Regression Table 
Predictor Coef Standard Error Z P 95.0% Normal CI 
Lower Upper 
Intercept 7.029 1.050 6.70 0.000 4.972 9.086 
age -0.033374 0.007912 -4.22 0.000 -0.048882 -0.017866 
D B P -0.023731 0.008625 -2.75 0.006 -0.040635 -0.006826 
ECG(bord) 1 -0.4609 0.1864 -2.47 0.013 -0.8261 -0.0956 
ECG(abno) 1 -1.0876 0.2000 -5.44 0.000 -1.4795 -0.6957 
Scale 0.33608 0.05515 0.24366 0.46357 
Log-Likelihood = -41.527 
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B.3 Diabetic Data 
No. Time Censor Age BMI A_d SS SBP DBP EGG CHD 
1 12.4 0 44 34.2 41 0 132 96 1 0 
2 12.4 0 49 32.6 48 2 130 72 1 0 
3 9.6 0 49 22 35 2 108 58 1 1 
4 7.2 0 47 37.9 45 0 128 76 2 1 
5 14.1 0 43 42.2 42 2 142 80 1 0 
6 14.1 0 47 33.1 44 0 156 94 1 0 
7 12.4 0 50 36.5 48 0 140 86 2 1 
8 14.2 0 36 38.5 33 2 144 88 1 0 
9 12.4 0 50 41.5 47 1 134 78 1 1 
10 14.5 0 49 34.1 45 0 102 68 1 0 
11 12.4 0 50 39.5 48 2 142 84 1 0 
12 10.8 0 54 42.9 43 0 128 74 1 0 
13 10.9 1 42 29.8 36 2 156 86 1 0 
14 10.3 0 44 33.2 43 2 102 58 1 0 
15 13.6 1 40 27.5 26 2 146 98 1 0 
16 11.9 0 48 25.3 48 0 120 68 2 1 
17 12.5 0 50 31.6 44 1 142 76 1 0 
18 5.9 0 47 26.3 38 1 144 82 1 0 
19 12.4 0 38 32.4 36 2 150 98 2 1 
20 14.1 0 35 47 33 1 134 78 1 0 
21 9.8 1 51 26.5 47 2 130 76 1 0 
22 7.2 0 40 43.9 34 0 122 92 1 0 
23 3.5 0 54 32.3 52 1 132 80 1 0 
24 0 0 53 34.5 47 2 150 88 3 1 
25 12.1 1 45 18.9 40 1 134 98 1 0 
26 1.9 0 41 32 31 1 142 90 2 1 
27 8.6 0 34 33.9 30 2 124 66 1 0 
28 14 0 38 23.7 28 0 102 60 1 0 
29 14.3 0 43 24.8 43 0 134 80 1 0 
30 12.4 0 45 26.6 41 2 118 66 2 1 
31 12.4 0 40 39.2 35 2 192 108 1 0 
32 14.4 0 44 32.7 36 2 122 78 1 o 
33 14.2 0 48 33.5 43 1 122 92 1 o 
34 14.5 0 51 31.2 49 2 112 74 1 o 
35 12.4 0 36 24.2 30 2 142 90 1 0 
36 14.3 0 52 31.6 48 1 152 96 1 0 
37 13.7 1 41 30.7 39 2 112 74 1 0 
38 13.4 0 49 28 35 2 118 84 1 0 
39 12.5 0 44 32 29 0 152 88 1 0 
40 14.4 0 37 32.7 36 2 136 88 1 0 
41 12.6 0 51 24.2 42 2 134 90 1 1 
42 13.8 0 47 18.7 42 0 130 78 2 0 
43 14 0 45 25.6 36 0 108 72 1 1 
44 6.8 0 38 22.8 27 2 126 66 2 0 
45 12.4 0 35 30.1 33 0 132 78 1 0 
46 12.9 0 50 27.7 49 1 144 88 1 0 
47 8.9 0 53 27.6 49 2 126 68 1 0 
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48 12.4 0 48 28.1 47 1 128 70 1 0 
49 14.5 0 40 31.7 37 2 132 82 1 0 
50 13 0 43 26.1 42 2 128 80 1 0 
51 13.4 0 54 30.8 54 1 142 80 2 1 
52 10.6 0 52 36.9 50 1 132 80 2 1 
53 13.9 0 69 24.2 63 1 148 78 1 0 
54 16.9 0 38 27.5 26 2 170 100 1 0 
55 3.6 0 50 27.3 44 1 140 90 1 0 
56 10.2 0 64 30.1 58 0 138 76 2 1 
57 15.7 0 44 36.1 41 0 112 78 1 0 
58 12 0 38 43.1 39 2 140 78 1 0 
59 6.7 1 62 34.6 58 0 138 78 3 1 
60 11.6 0 47 39 45 0 130 82 1 0 
61 2 1 78 28.7 77 0 178 86 2 1 
62 10.2 0 49 28.2 43 2 158 80 1 0 
63 3.6 0 63 25.1 46 1 168 88 3 1 
64 15.4 0 71 26 59 0 146 88 1 0 
65 11.3 0 51 32 49 2 128 76 1 0 
66 10.3 0 59 28.1 57 1 132 76 1 l 
67 5.8 0 50 26.1 49 1 154 80 1 0 
68 8 1 66 45.3 49 0 154 92 1 0 
69 14.6 0 42 30 41 1 122 80 1 0 
70 11.4 0 40 35.7 36 2 144 76 2 1 
71 7.2 0 67 28.1 61 0 178 96 1 0 
72 5.5 0 86 32.9 61 0 162 60 1 0 
73 11.1 0 52 37.6 46 1 142 80 1 0 
74 16.5 0 42 43.4 37 0 120 76 1 0 
75 10.9 0 60 25.4 60 0 124 64 1 0 
76 2.5 0 75 49.7 57 1 174 82 2 1 
77 10.8 1 81 35.2 81 0 142 88 1 0 
78 4.7 0 60 37.3 39 0 160 78 1 0 
79 5.5 1 60 26 42 0 122 68 3 1 
80 4.5 0 63 21.8 60 2 162 98 1 i 
81 9 0 62 18.2 43 0 132 72 2 l 
82 6.8 0 57 34.1 41 2 116 60 3 1 
83 3.6 1 71 25.6 54 1 152 84 3 1 
84 12.1 0 58 35.1 45 0 144 68 2 1 
85 8.1 0 42 32.5 28 1 98 68 3 1 
86 11.1 0 45 44.1 40 0 138 76 1 l 
87 7 1 66 29.7 59 1 138 78 1 0 
88 1.5 0 61 29.2 54 0 184 80 2 1 
89 11.7 0 48 25.2 30 2 158 98 1 0 
90 0.3 0 82 25.3 50 0 176 96 1 i 
91 13.6 0 35 25.8 34 1 118 72 1 0 
92 15 0 57 33.7 57 2 172 98 1 0 
93 11.2 0 56 39.5 55 1 182 100 1 1 
94 3 0 49 32.9 48 0 144 90 2 1 
95 13.7 0 50 37.1 50 0 142 80 1 0 
96 10.2 0 53 35.3 53 2 154 76 1 0 
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97 12.4 0 71 29.3 70 0 122 60 1 0 
98 1.1 0 55 22.1 33 2 222 102 2 1 
99 16.3 0 69 23.6 43 0 150 80 1 1 
100 6.7 0 59 26.1 55 2 142 66 1 0 
101 15.4 0 47 32.5 45 2 128 82 1 0 
102 7.6 1 75 29.8 67 0 122 76 3 1 
103 3.6 1 80 24.4 80 1 162 88 2 1 
104 11.5 0 57 26.3 54 0 172 82 2 1 
105 13.5 0 52 30.8 46 2 132 70 1 1 
106 10.6 0 48 29.4 46 0 112 68 1 0 
107 6.5 1 57 29.1 47 1 138 92 2 1 
108 14.3 1 58 30.1 56 0 128 74 1 0 
109 11.6 0 51 31 37 2 132 78 1 1 
110 15.4 0 33 34 33 2 120 78 1 0 
111 11 0 36 38.1 33 1 122 70 1 0 
112 11 1 52 37 46 0 140 98 1 0 
113 4.8 1 64 31.2 57 2 172 88 3 1 
114 14.8 0 31 38.8 29 1 136 76 1 0 
115 1.8 0 69 22.3 56 0 152 74 3 1 
116 15.8 0 59 25 58 0 126 80 1 0 
117 14.1 0 38 31.3 38 2 104 58 1 0 
118 4.6 0 49 59.7 49 1 142 82 1 0 
119 15.5 0 49 34 41 0 128 76 1 0 
120 7.2 1 68 29.4 66 1 122 58 3 1 
121 14.5 0 40 43.2 41 1 122 70 1 0 
122 10.5 0 36 35.1 32 2 122 68 1 0 
123 14.3 0 60 37 54 0 122 70 1 0 
124 2.2 1 74 27.1 54 1 168 84 2 1 
125 5 0 61 27.6 51 0 162 82 1 o 
126 12.4 0 54 25.2 51 0 116 76 1 0 
127 1.1 0 35 25.8 34 2 126 82 1 o 
128 15.4 0 46 32.2 42 2 180 98 1 o 
129 14.3 0 40 41.6 41 2 132 98 1 o 
130 15.6 0 53 39.8 52 0 150 88 1 o 
131 12.5 1 66 26.6 54 1 106 70 1 1 
132 12.3 0 61 33.3 55 0 154 88 1 0 
133 14.8 0 41 27.7 38 1 122 76 1 0 
134 10.2 0 64 26.6 51 2 130 68 1 0 
135 12.3 0 41 25 38 2 120 58 1 0 
136 10.3 0 46 54.3 45 1 144 86 1 0 
137 8.5 0 80 29.4 79 1 134 60 1 1 
138 10.2 0 63 33.1 60 1 148 80 2 1 
139 10 1 72 27.3 68 1 170 78 3 1 
140 7.3 0 41 36.9 33 0 160 92 2 1 
141 15.3 1 52 40.2 36 0 154 96 1 0 
142 14 0 53 32.7 48 2 124 76 2 1 
143 15.8 0 61 33.2 57 1 130 70 1 0 
144 11.4 0 53 41.4 47 1 156 78 1 0 
145 5.5 1 75 35.8 66 0 162 78 1 0 
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146 11.1 0 40 34 38 2 132 76 1 0 
147 7.3 0 61 19.9 37 0 120 60 2 1 
148 10.6 1 62 30.6 49 0 160 86 2 1 
149 10.5 0 49 30.8 47 1 146 86 1 0 
A_d : Age at diagnosis 
SS: Smoking Status 
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